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Our group visited Bulloch Hall in Roswell, Georgia. The Hall was built in 1839 by the 
slaves of Major James Stephens Bulloch, one of Roswell’s first settlers. Bulloch hall became 
more than just a historical site for both positive and negative reasons. For one, it was a place 
where high-profile figures of American history called home; First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt lived 
here during spring times along with several members of her family. Albeit interesting and 
relevant, this facet of Bulloch Hall is not what our group was in search for.    

The concept of our video is that the United States portrays slavery in a very different way 
than it should, and slavery is less respected than previous atrocities such as the Holocaust. In our 
video, we make the rhetorical choice of doing a comparison of the way Bulloch Hall is treated 
today as opposed to how Bulloch Hall was actually treated in the past. We make the choice to 
put parts of the video into black and white in order to show the seriousness and sadness of the 
treatment of Bulloch Hall. Also, we do not have any background music playing in parts where 
we believe people are not respecting the history of the site; the lack of noise causes an awkward 
feeling that is fully intended.    

It is very hypocritical and immensely disrespectful that this site is remembered for its 
links to presidential families, but its less glorious past involving slavery is forgotten. Bulloch 
Hall’s own website and promotional videos never even show the other side of the plantation 
home: the lives of the slaves. It is quite a daunting task to explain how such a trivial and 
mundane thing can mean so much harm to slave heritage in America, but it is at the core of 
what’s wrong with slavery remembrance in America. Remembering Bulloch hall as simply a site 
where a president's family lived but forgetting about who built the foundations and those who 
were put to work against their will at that same site is incredibly unsettling. Why is it that 
Bulloch Hall is not given the same regards and respect that are received by museums of the 
Holocaust? Slavery in America was not far off from the cruel and inhuman acts that occurred in 
the holocaust. Why is it that Bulloch Hall’s very own tour experience does not even show the 
slave quarters? The place is held as a museum of architecture and eighteenth century way of life 
when it could mean so much more. No effort is made to make amends with its past of slavery, 
but rather an effort is made to hide it away and pretend it never existed. This is one of the major 
issues with the past of slavery and its importance in modern days.  

Our manifesto and short movie is intended to make amends with the past rather than 
trying to cover it up and forget about it. It is only by remembering these events that we can 
ensure we will not stray from the right path for future generations.   


